
 

 

Isle Of Tune: Melodic Palindromes  
Music Tech Lesson Plan 
 
 

Grade level  Grades 2-6 

 

Objective  To demonstrate an understanding of palindromes and to 
compose a musical palindrome 

 

Curriculum standards  See below 

 

Materials/Equipment  ● Teacher laptop or desktop computer, data projector 
and speakers 

● Isle Of Tune website 
● If using iPads, you will need to use the paid app version 

 
 

Notes about devices  ● If you have a single computer: you can do this entire 
lesson as a class group 

● If you have multiple devices, do Part 1 as a class group 
and then ask students to work independently or in small 
groups to complete Part 2 

 

Duration  1 lesson  

 

Skills required  Students can identify palindromes and are able to compose a 
short, simple melody. 

 

Procedure  Part 1: Introducing palindromes (best done as a class 
group) 

● What is a palindrome? Discuss as a class (a palindrome 
is a word, phrase or sentence that reads the same 
forwards as it does backwards) 

● Ask the students: do you know any examples of single 
word palindromes? (a few examples if you’re stuck: 
madam, noon, dad, mum/mom, names like Hannah) 

● Do you know any examples of phrases or sentences 
that are palindromes? (examples: 1. Madam I’m Adam; 
2. Was it a rat I saw?) 

 

http://isleoftune.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/isle-of-tune-hd/id430845597?ls=1&mt=8


 

 

● Ask students to share their ideas and thoughts about 
how we might compose a musical palindrome: what 
would it look and sound like? What would a melodic 
palindrome look like? What would a rhythmic 
palindrome look like?  

 
Part 2: Challenge - Compose a musical palindrome 
Note: you can do this once as a class group and then send 
students to their devices to work individually or in small groups 

● Create a new island in Isle of Tune 
● Click on the Tone menu and select Summer mode (this 

setting gives you a pentatonic scale starting on C) 
● Lay 5 pieces of road in a line 
● Select the flower pot and place a flower pot at each 

end of the road (if left unchanged, it will play a C) 
● Students will then add trees down one side of the road 

to create a melody. Here are the rules for the challenge: 
○ You must add a minimum of 3 trees 
○ Your trees must use 2 or more different pitches 

(ie. they can’t all be the same pitch) 
○ You may vary the rhythm of the trees using the 

rhythm options in the tree’s menu 
○ Your melody must create a musical palindrome - 

that is, it must sound the same when the car is 
driving in both directions 

 

Extensions  ● Vary the rhythm of some or all of the trees by using the 
options in the object’s menu 

● Add some lamp posts and/or houses on the other side 
of the road to create a rhythm 

● Create another palindrome which is longer  
● Ask students to perform their palindrome on tuned and 

untuned classroom instruments 
● Students could also notate their palindrome on 

manuscript, or in a notation software program 

 

Evaluation  Students can recognize word and phrase palindromes and can 
compose their own musical palindrome. 

 

Further info  ● Example Musical Palindrome in Isle Of Tune: 
http://isleoftune.com/?id=922968  

 

USA Music 
Education Standards 

● Composing and arranging music within specified 
guidelines 

● Listening to, analyzing, and describing music 

 

http://isleoftune.com/?id=922968


 

 

 

Australian Music 
Curriculum 
Standards 

● 2.3 Create compositions and perform music to 
communicate ideas to an audience 

● 4.3 Create, perform and record compositions by 
selecting and organising sounds, silence, tempo and 
volume  

● 6.3 Rehearse and perform music, including music they 
have composed, by improvising, sourcing and arranging 
ideas and making decisions to engage an audience  

 

 


